
Students’ information
management

End of term/semeter 
students’ review

Feedback on subjects
and teachers

Teacher’s lecture
management

Document storage 
and looking up

Teachers’ information
management

- Exchange documents, communicate, integrated working tools
- Organize online meetings, teaching, training
- Create work schedule, remind tasks

LINK 
APPLICATION

IN 
SCHOOLS,
TRAINING 

INSTITUTIONS

The national digital transformation agenda prioritizes investing in education as one of its 
major areas. Digital transformation in the education industry plays a very important role in 
raising student learning outcomes and teacher effectiveness. Finding a set of tools that 
fully integrates and unifies functions to apply technology to innovate teaching methods, 
manage classrooms, and improve student quality is an important condition to ensure digital 
transformation success in education.
With a model of mastering the digital workspace and aiming to use it for work manage-
ment, LINK platform integrates comprehensive features from connection and exchange to 
supporting schools to design their own forms and procedures for educational purposes, 
and at the same time facilitate the management and operation within training institutions 
and schools.

Online teaching and training
LINK provides messaging, voice calls, video calls, meetings, presentations, seminars, shared message 
boards, and other multimedia and communication platforms. Without needing to meet in person like they did 
in the past, teachers and students can communicate online and organize online teaching and learning at 
any time.

Management and operation tools
Extremely big storage capacity, storing all student, trainee, instructor, academic document, lecture, etc. 
information, and making it simple to search for and recover information using smart filters. Setting for 
protection mode via ZERO TRUST security model.
Make work schedule, divide teaching shift 
Create projects, task reminders
Track the teaching situation, the learning progress of teachers and students

Designing your own processes, forms, data visualization
Users can create their own procedures and forms that are appropriate for their work, such as those for 
collecting student and student information, student opinions about the subject, teachers and faculty, 
end-of-term evaluations for students, voting, etc.
Use digital signatures to make signing and approving papers and documents quick, easy, and convenient.
Rapidly create graphic charts that demonstrate student learning, teaching success, etc.



ILLUSTRATION OF FEATURES SUPPORTING
SCHOOL, INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT FORMS ON LINK

Organize online learning, teaching, and training sessions with hundreds of participants, 
quickly share screens, change the calling interface, combine chat, exchange during video 
calls, and attach large files.

Exchange and share information with ease, and 
quickly locate documents or messages in groups. 
Manage the list of incoming and outgoing calls, group 
calls, missed calls, and so on.



ILLUSTRATION OF FEATURES SUPPORTING
SCHOOL, INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT FORMS ON LINK

Instead of taking attendance by mouth and storing it in excel files, instructors can 
now create forms to quickly take attendance of students in classes by scanning 
QR codes.

Students can also 
apply for a leave of 
absence online by 
filling out the Leave 
Application 
Form.Trainers who 
receive notification 
will review and 
approve the leave.



ILLUSTRATION OF FEATURES SUPPORTING
SCHOOL, INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT FORMS ON LINK

Student assessment is a 
routine that is carried out at 
the end of each semester 
or subject to review the 
type of student. All 
instructors need to do is 
create a survey form on 
LINK with all of the things 
to be evaluated. By the 
deadline, students, 
lecturers, or authorized 
persons can fill in the form 
quickly and store data 
centrally for future search 
and lookup.

Similarly, lecturers and 
administrators can design 
a form in which students 
and class participants can 
leave comments, evalua-
tions, and suggestions for 
each subject and lecturer, 
bringing a customer 
perspective, assisting 
schools and training 
institutions in improving 
and enhancing the quality 
of their teaching.


